Incredible Wood

Name: __________________________

Directions: Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate word.

nonrenewable    lumber    hardwood    paper    live    renewable
electricity    softwood    veneer    dead    extractive chemicals

1. ________________________ gives wood its color and odor.
2. Wood is made mostly of ________________ cell walls.
3. Seventy percent of trees harvested in Pennsylvania are used to produce ________________.
4. Wood is a ________________ natural resource.
5. ________________ trees have needles.
6. Trees with broad, flat leaves are ________________ trees.

Directions: Match the following uses of wood (right column) to an example of a product (right column) by placing the correct letter in the blanks provided.

1. _____ Lumber    A.) table surface
2. _____ Paper     B.) cosmetics
3. _____ Hardwood veneer  C.) firewood
4. _____ Engineered Wood Products  D.) baseball bats
5. _____ Wood Chemicals  E.) laminated lumber
6. _____ Fuel    F.) tissue